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About This Game

Blue Bird is a Visual Novel following the lives of four youths.
The protagonist, Karin, lost someone very dear to him in his childhood…

Yet thanks to fate, he meets a young girl who will change his empty life and give it meaning.

Be a part of this love story and help lead Karin to a bright future!

์Note before buy

- This game is still in development.
 - After you purchased a bluebird. You'll gain access to a full game (5 Episodes) and doesn't require to buy any "Season Pass".

Just buy and wait another episode come out and play it!!

And Steam Trading Cards will Coming Soon!!!
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Title: Blue Bird
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Deadline Soft
Publisher:
Deadline Soft
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3+

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 or greater.

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: If you got Bug, Error, Mispronounced words or Something Weird. Please make a post on Steam
Community. Thank you.

English,Thai
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I sont have the hook to use with this HALP. Set skirmish with AI able to control my units.
Had a bit of a tussle with AI on where to plop down structures and what units to build.
Resign to concentrating on plopping down electricity structures instead.
Let AI do its job combating enemy AI.
Leave chair and enjoy the outdoor air for several hours.
Come back to see battle still raging with my forces on the brink of victory.

This is my kind of game.. Always wanted to play it when i saw it when i was a kid. Recently i got it, played it and loved every
min of it.

i give it

10/10. Here is my official unbiased opinion on a game I had truly had high hopes for. I say unbiased because my expectations
and excitement were met with a great deal of disappointment. I love the direction this game was going for and I spent a good 2.7
hours on this to be sure i was giving it an honest review. First the positives:

Pro:
 The art style and music are lovely. It's very calm and soothing even when you should be panicking from fighting the baddies.
The mechanics via controller are well placed. The story line is exciting and enticing.

The cons:
There is a major issue with bugs mostly involving lag or delay. Some crashes have happened as well and I have a proper gaming
computer. I put all of the lowest setting from the menu to ensure that gameplay could be maximized. I saw the notice at the
beginning about windows 10 and followed instructions on ensuring it would allow the game to run smoothly. It did not help. The
entirety of the game suffered from this since I could no longer jump from ledge to ledge or even fight spiders.
Second major issue: dialogue. There is a series of repeat dialogue when you speak with certain npc's that should have been able
to have added dialogue reminding you of your quest instead of acting like they met you for the first time. It's strange that
something so small was missed completely on several occassions with most of the NPC's. An example, you speak with rat A
about his sick wife, see the nurse and she can't help. My immediate thought was to return to the rat since I could not get to the
owl and the rat acted like it saw me for the first time again. This is frustrating since I had to look it up to realize you can't help
her till you've been to another island. Which leads me to my next major complaint...
Story Direction: This is major as the player gets easily lost in game play with only quests the bird seems to find acceptable.
Should you want to do the others, you must really remember where you left off in your head. The only hints the bird offers is
treasure related. I understand he has his reasons for only caring about treasure, but there should be a better hint system
informing the player that this particular quest is unattainable for the time being. I hope this helps the developer understand more
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about why his game could be suffering. I would have paid $15 for this game if these issues were fixed. Just food for thought,
hope it helps. Fix these issues and id recommend it to a friend.. Thicc plot and thicc women. Cheap price for a cheap game, I
lost my interest in 5mins. Barely count as a strategy game, only few buildings available, and the data is not balanced. Most of
gameplay depands on kind of rough-like like ftl but not much of contents. Good theme of this game but is just bad develop..
Yeah, it's pretty good. Good controls, decent enough weapons and powerups. Enemies are OK, if a bit big.
The game is a bit hard though and gets repetitive fast. good waste of time. This DLC is great IF you're a multiplayer type of
person, and you really want an edge when you start. The new outfits are cool, but the weapons and respective camo's are sooooo
badass.

My veredict: buy it for half-price during sales and you'll definetly get your money's worth!. had this for years, it was fun.
reminds me of space quest!
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Simple but fun. Can be hard to put down once you start playing.. I really like this game, but not for the gameplay or story. In my
opinion this should be looked at only as a game that gives you a dream-,fairytail-,horror-, like athmosphere and exploration
rather than good gameplay. I didn't care much for the story or the gameplay at all but I still really enjoyed this. i also did I
review for this if you want my more in depth opinion. Definately worth a buy imo.

https://youtu.be/bePZygxrc7A. Was a lot of fun! Was able to finish the entire thing in one sitting, and felt sad when I did
because I wanted to keep playing!

The puzzles weren't too hard to figure out, but some took more time then others, and it was fun to have to think about it! :D.
Average spaceship simulator but slowly on times. I prefer games like Wing Commander Privateer or FTL.. This game is very
unique.

The story isn't really the main point, although the characters do grow on you (as does the voice acting, wich wasn't at first).
There's also a ton of references and nods to a lot of stuff, if you're into that.
I've 100% the game and it's a real challenge for the most part. Some Bosses kick your♥♥♥♥♥without mercy until you learn a
little about them. I like that.
This is without a doubt an old school game. Reminds me a lot of old arcade favorites.. Really like this game!
I love the art style and the game play is simple but change and grow a lot as you play.
I am sad at how short it was :(. Hey there, puzzlers!. If Ape Out doesn’t get best soundtrack/sound design of the year, either
some amazing soundtracks come out this year or it’s end of days.

It’s not just that the music is good. The improvisational nature of the free jazz percussion which reacts to your input makes it
partly a rhythm game. I get further in the game playing by the seat of my pants than by trying to be methodical.

It’s also a lot more fun to play this way.

So yeah, get Ape Out. It’s the best game of the year so far IMO.. Its okay but its meh
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